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What’s on
our plate

Bidcorp is an international broad-line foodservice group, 
listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, and present 
in developed and developing economies on five continents.

It’s all about the food, service, and technology

WHO WE ARE

Bidcorp:

• i s a complete foodservice 
solution serving customers in 
more than 35 countries

•  people are entrepreneurial 
and incentivised to be so

•  has a proven decentralised 
business model and best 
practices are shared

•  growth is organic, acquisitive-
organic through bolt-ons, and 
acquisitive

•  believes that balance sheet 
strength with conservative 
gearing is a key competitive 
advantage

•  is at the forefront of 
foodservice digital commerce 
with its proprietary technology

•  embraces environment, social 
and governance criteria within 
its day-to-day operations 
and integrated reporting 
framework

•  business model has been 
tested and proven through the 
COVID-19 (COVID) pandemic

We’ve been active in sustainability for more than 
a decade, so it’s really become part of our DNA. 
As socially responsible members of our global 
community, it’s embedded in our customers’ DNA 
too. Today, the issues are more urgent than ever, 
and the range of issues our strategy needs to 
address are wider. 

To survive and thrive, we simply simplify what we do, we focus on what 
we do best, “we keep selling baked beans” – but there is a story 
behind this simplicity. We are technology-reliant and technology-
centric; we are able to provide a superior customer service, better and 
more efficiently, through the application of technology. This is also 
embedded in our DNA, and it’s embedded in our customers’ DNA too.

We committed to reducing our carbon emissions by 25% by 2025, we 
remain on track and committed to this target, adjusting for scale and 
activity level. Reducing our carbon footprint just makes good business sense – solar installations generally have a four-year payback period, 
when considering the cost of grid-electricity and we get 20 years of renewable power generation through a solar installation.

We recognise the stewardship role Bidfood has to play in the food supply chain. Seafood and meat products are sourced from certified 
sustainable suppliers, our supply chain is held to the highest ethical standards, and we promote and encourage all packaging to be 
recyclable, and waste responsibly addressed.

The uncertainty we face at this time, is really COVID uncertainty, and we can’t make any predictions about what the next few months have in 
store. We remain true to our nimble and adaptable business model, implemented independently around the world, fit for the local market’s 
needs. We remain cautiously optimistic about the year ahead.

Food for the future

This report is intended to be read in conjunction with the 
Bid Corporation Limited (Bidcorp), (the company), or the 
(group) 2021 annual integrated report (AIR) as well as the 
other supplementary reports available for download from the 
group website. In compiling this report, we have considered 
and utilised various reporting protocols. As with the AIR, we 
have considered the application of the six capitals (as 
recommended by the <IR> Framework) in our thinking 
about sustainability. Where this report focuses on the 
aspects related to human and natural capital, the AIR offers 
more information regarding the financial, manufacturing, 
intellectual, and social and relationship capital. The 
recommendations of King IV, United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), and the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) guidelines form the basis for this report and 
any restatement of information is noted in the section 
concerned. All data is based on the best possible systems 
that are currently available to us and where applicable, 
aligned with recognised standards. 

We regard this reporting process as a valuable opportunity 
to engage with our stakeholder groups and to respond to 
issues that have been raised during the course of the year. 
Foodservice reaches into homes and families worldwide. 
Within our group, each decentralised business adopts its 
own social and sustainability projects and initiatives, run 
independently, but aligned in their respective commitment to 
the group target of reducing their emissions by 25% by 2025. 

“Building a brighter future”  
is the theme of the 2021 Bidcorp annual 
reporting suite. 

We have included this in all of our 
messaging this year, the combined effort 
and energy that has been concentrated 
into ensuring that Bidcorp contributes to 
a brighter future in the realisation of the 
group’s strategy today and into the future.

This sustainability report addresses the 
specific environmental impact and climate 
change elements as reported by each of Bidcorp’s 
global operations, summarising the progress made during the year 
ended June 30  2021. 

Bidcorp is committed to reporting integrated and transparent 
financial, economic, environmental, social and governance 
information from the four geographic operational divisions that  
the group governs itself through, consolidated into Bidcorp. 

Environmental awareness is pivotal to a company that has a large 
international logistics footprint and for whom food and the agricultural 
value chain is vital for its prosperity. Bidcorp has a philosophy that 
green initiatives make for good business, efficiency too, and there are 
numerous examples of this throughout the company. 

Feedback: We welcome any feedback on our programme and reporting and contact details for this purpose can be found on  
the inside back cover of the report, or you are invited to email: admin@bidcorp.co.za. 

Building a brighter 
future

Image link – https://www.bidfood.co.uk/sustainability/

Bidfood UK’s “serving up sustainability”

https://www.bidfood.co.uk/sustainability/
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-AIR-to-view.pdf
mailto:admin%40bidcorp.co.za?subject=
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Bidfood Belgium
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Bidfood Australia

Gruppo DAC, Italy

Bidfood Netherlands

Angliss, China

Fuel efficiencies gained  
in using electric trucks

NEXT UP:As we move towards a net-zero goal, alternate 
environmentally efficient transport methods need  
to be investigated and employed. The use of 
electric vehicles by Bidfood is one such option. 
Bidfood currently uses 24 electric vehicles, in most 
instances still on a trial basis, with a view to 
expand. Alternate fuels are also being explored 
such as hydrotreated vegetable oil (HVO) (bio-fuel), 
compressed natural gas (CNG), and battery 
powered refrigeration solutions. 

We won’t stop until we have found the right 
solution to reduce our emissions.

Scope and boundary 4

Environmental sustainability 5

2021 Sustainability report
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2021 Sustainability report – scope and boundary Environmental sustainability

To remain ahead of the demand curve, we invest in assets with state-of-the-art sustainable capabilities, all designed to lessen our 
environmental impact and improve our operating efficiencies. Running our business in an environmentally sensible and waste-minimising 
manner is financially beneficial, as our returns demonstrate.

The Bidcorp board and global team acknowledges that we are a user of energy, we operate warehouses with refrigeration requirements, and 
we operate fleets of vehicles delivering our multi-temp products to our customers. Accordingly, investments of time and money are focused 
on long-term sustainability and increasingly are prioritised by each of our management teams. Our initiatives in low emission, energy-efficient 
refrigeration, trucks, and particularly in warehousing, is significant and ongoing. 

Bidcorp has 
committed to a 
25% 
REDUCTION 
IN OUR 
CARBON 
FOOTPRINT 
BY 2025*

Running our 
businesses in an 
environmentally 
efficient and waste-
minimising manner 

Demonstrating the 
financial benefits of 
being environmentally 
conscious and 
responsible 

Rolling out a 
sustainability strategy 
that contributes to a 
long-term industry 
drive towards the UN’s 
SDGs 

Committed to accurate 
monitoring, creating 
efficiencies and 
reporting reductions in 
fuel consumption, 
electricity and water 
usage and impactful 
waste management 

The group has adopted a “carbon efficiency ratio” calculation to measure progress against the target set. This ratio calculates the carbon 
emissions as a percentage of 1,000 units of revenue (in local currency). Group reporting is translated at the 2018 forex translation rates, 
ensuring a like-for-like comparison is maintained and emissions are measured against a relative level of growth and activity. 

Committed to building a brighter future 
for a better tomorrow
Bidcorp is environmentally conscious and  
responsibly committed to doing our part  
in building a brighter future. 

*  Based on the 2018 reported carbon emissions on a like-for-like basis. 2018 did not 
include waste emissions but we have subsequently recalculated and included.

enables risks and opportunities to be identified proactively and 
in an integrated way, for group consideration and decision 
making.

The board acknowledges that the strength of the group’s 
strategy, the accurate and timely identification of material risks 
and opportunities, the effectiveness of the role of governance 
and risk management, its commitment to social and 
environmental sustainability, and its financial performance are all 
inseparable elements of long-term value creation.

During the year, the Bidcorp board undertook several 
discussions related to the environmental sustainability initiatives 
that could impact our ability to create and protect value for our 
stakeholders and debated the group’s approach to effectively 
mitigating and embracing the opportunities presented. These 
discussions are reflected in the identified material risks and 
opportunities, the mitigation thereof, and where possible the 
growth opportunities for the group through the long-term 
strategy implementation, as unpacked in more detail in the AIR 
on pages 37 to 42.

Our governance of  
environmental sustainability
The Bidcorp board is responsible for ensuring the sustainable 
development of the group, championing the environmental 
sustainability drive across the group. The board approved 2025 
target has ignited the management teams throughout the group 
to step up and make that target our reality. 

Targets are achieved through the transparent, timeous, and 
robust reporting and monitoring processes in place. As such, 
the social and ethics committee has been delegated the board 
responsibility of oversight of all aspects of the group-wide 
sustainability initiatives, including the health and safety, food 
safety, ethical, social, and environmental impacts of our 
business. The audit and risk committee have a role to play as 
well, in the reporting of and engagement with management 
through the quarterly divisional audit and risk committee 
meetings, where this information is gathered and presented for 
review. Management provides insight and qualitative updates to 
the progress as reported, which includes plans in place to meet 
these targets. The oversight provided by these committees 

Building 

a brighter 

future
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Reporting boundary
In this report the group has accounted for direct GHG emissions 
in the following structure:

Bidcorp is a group of businesses operating on five continents providing a global foodservice 
presence, “Passionate about foodservice” and “It’s all about the food, service and technology” 
are just some of the words we use to describe our business. 

We are committed to sustainability and ethical supply. Bidcorp in each geography in which we operate plays an active role in minimising the 
impact of our carbon footprint and ensuring a responsible and ethical supply chain.

Our core focus is foodservice, and this is where we add the most value, thanks to our experience, expertise, infrastructure, and people. 
Leading the foodservice industry in our chosen geographies and operating through strategically located independent business units, we 
are proud of our global reach and the broad appeal of our unique product and service offering. Providing a one-stop wholesale supply 
solution we distribute horeca ambient, chilled and frozen food, fresh produce, protein selection, and related non-food products to 
operators in the industry. 

With a product range that is diverse, and locally relevant, we continue to meet the needs of our customers worldwide. Our innovations 
in product and menu development, allow us to live up to our reputation of delivering smart solutions from a responsive foodservice partner, 
thereby creating opportunities to add value for both customer and supplier.

Our approach
In assessing the carbon emissions of the group as a whole, the adopted group-wide approach 
and methodology used aligns with the UK’s greenhouse gas reporting regulation, as set out in 
the widely adopted UK’s Climate Change Act 2008. In line with this methodology the group 
converts resources consumed into a single carbon emissions unit in order to be a comparable 
unit in measuring the group’s emissions, being tonnes of CO2 emissions (tCO2e).

This report has used the guiding principles of the GHG Protocol Corporate Standard and has 
applied and adhered to the guidelines provided by the following sources:
• UK’s Department of Environment and Rural Affairs (DEFRA)
• Government emission conversion factors for greenhouse gas company reporting (refer page 23)
• Emission and conversion factors, as most currently available (refer page 23)

The data used in the report was submitted by each of the operations in the group, consolidated 
monthly through the financial consolidation CUBE tool; reported by division on a quarterly basis 
in line with the group’s governance and reporting structures.

Organisational 
boundary
All operating entities, included with 
the group definition, as detailed in 
the 2021 annual financial 
statements (AFS), note 12.3 
pages 100 and 101, have been 
included in the scope of this 
report. This report details the GHG 
inventory analysis for the financial 
year July 1  2020 to June 30  2021, 
including comparatives of the 
previous financial year and an 
analysis of the percentage change 
year-on-year.

Scope 1+: Aircon (refrigeration) gas 
Being direct emissions from gases used in the cooling and 
refrigeration of depots, warehouses and vehicles. There is a range 
of gases used in the aircon cooling functions, and these gases and 
their related emissions factor are wide and varied. Where possible 
all efforts are  being made to move from traditional aircon gases 
and towards carbon neutral cooling systems such as ammonia, 
carbon dioxide etc.

Scope 2: The indirect emissions from the use of grid-provided 
electricity
Each of the operating entities within the group are users of locally 
provided grid-electricity. In many geographies significant investment 
has been made to move towards the installation of solar generators, 
to minimise the dependency on grid-provided non-renewable power. 
In some jurisdictions, such as New Zealand and Australia, the 
grid-provided power has been improved and does contain a mixture 
of renewable and non-renewable power generation, which is then 
interpreted in the emission factor applied. 

Scope 3: Waste emissions 
Due to the nature of the group and the significant spread of 
geographies that are included in the scope, the challenges in 
measuring and monitoring scope 3 emissions are well-known to 
Bidcorp. As such the group has opted to focus on the tracking and 
recording of waste management, as scope 3 emissions. Waste to 
landfill and waste recycled are measured and reported, in some 
geographies better than in others, and across all businesses food 
waste is being addressed. This is an area that is still in its infancy 
with some way to go to reach maturity. 

EXTRACTED FROM THE 2021 
ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT

For the detailed 2021 emission factors applied, please 
refer page 23.

Scope 1: Fuels and gas 
Being direct emissions from fuels used by the organisation in the 
performance of their role in the foodservice industry. These fuels 
include diesel and petrol usage, primarily consumed in the 
delivery of products to our customers; and heavy fuel oil (HFO), 
liquefied natural gas (LNG), liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), 
biodiesel, intermediate fuel oils (IFO), and others, used in some 
instances of warehouse and building warming, forklifts fuel and 
other such industrial uses.

Source: GHG Protocol

https://www.bidcorp-reports.com/reports/integrated-report-2021/pdf/full-afs.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-AIR-to-view.pdf
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Environmental sustainability

Celebrating our achievements
The decentralised approach extends to the achievement of 
environmental sustainability, embracing the group target set, each 
operation sets out to understand, identify, implement, and monitor 
the solutions necessary to meet the target set. Some of the group 
entities have even started to report their achievements within their 
own environments and details of these achievements are 
available on their websites:

Bidfood UK
Winner of the 2020 Planet Mark Award – Kindness is Contagious; 
Winner Chef’s Choice Award – Vegan Plant-based Sausage; and 
many other awards recognising the achievements and progress 
made by the team in achieving the group’s mission to build a 
brighter future.

For a full list of awards and the other significant projects and 
achievements by our UK team in their environmental sustainability 
programmes click here for the Bidfood UK Environmental Report 

Bidfood Australia
Bidfood Australia has more than tripled the number of sites that 
utilise solar power from three sites in 2018 to 11 sites in 2021. 
The generation capacity of the solar systems ranges from 90 kWh 
at smaller sites up to 290 kWh at larger sites. 

Proud to hold accreditation under the ISO: 14001 Environmental 
Management Standard.

Click here for the Bidfood Australia Environmental Report

Bidfood Belgium
Becoming a responsible company is a purely voluntary process. 
Since 2009, Bidfood Belgium has embarked on a vast sustainable 
development programme. More than a project, it is a daily attitude, 
a fundamental value.

Click here for the Bidfood Belgium Environmental Report

Bidfood Netherlands
Bidfood Netherlands’ ambition is to achieve a CO2 reduction of 
30% by 2025 compared to 2015. We believe it is important to take 
our responsibility in achieving the climate goals that were signed in 
Paris at the end of 2015. Embracing alternative bio-fuel solutions 
for the fleet, Bidfood Netherlands is reducing the fuel related 
emissions produced.

Click here for the Bidfood Netherlands Sustainability Update 

Next steps in our environmental 
sustainability journey
Climate change poses considerable challenges to 
developing a sustainable food system. We are working 
on a broad set of solutions and targets to reduce our 
impact, with a particular focus on energy, refrigerants, 
water, waste, and packaging. Through investment in 
our people, technology, the community, and environmental 
management, we aim to make a positive contribution to real 
sustainability.  

Continuing to invest in modern and energy-efficient infrastructure 
is fundamental as Bidcorp continues to drive the minimisation of 
our environmental footprint as well as creating capacity to cater 
for future growth. Our decentralised structure helps mitigate risk 
through our geographical spread and economic diversification. 
Significant responsibility and accountability has been devolved 
to local management teams who are driven by sustainable ESG 
business practices and has integrated these functions into their 
business-as-usual deliverable, often setting them apart within 
their respective markets.

Bidcorp, as a diverse and geographically spread entity, 
recognises that group-wide environmental sustainability is a 
big challenge, although we are doing work individually in each 
business, the group focuses on these key priorities:

  Impact – Taking action to minimise our impact on climate 
change through reducing greenhouse gas emissions and 
food waste

  Responsibility – Demonstrating responsible consumption 
and production, especially in the areas of sustainable 
sourcing and minimising our plastics footprint

  Health and well-being – Supporting good health and 
well-being, in terms of both our employees and healthier 
food choices for our customers

  Partnerships – Working in partnership with other 
foodservice and industry organisations to support the 
outcomes of the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.

These are just some of the many 
successes and exciting implementations  
of environmentally sustainable initiatives 
in place across the group.

Building 

a brighter 

future
Best practice stories that set Bidfood apart

A transparent chain in a digital world
“Sustainable entrepreneurship has been an integral part of 
our business operations for many years. As Bidfood, we also 
commit ourselves to sustainability topics in which we as an 
organisation can make a difference. We do not do this alone, 
but together with our customers, our suppliers, and our sister 
companies.” Dick Slootweg, Chief Executive Bidfood Netherlands 

The starting point of our sustainability policy is transparency. In 
the digital world, information is a given – people want to know 
what’s on their plate and the food professional wants to know 
where it came from. The story behind a product, from origin to 
preparation method, says something about the quality. As an 
online marketplace for food professionals, our goal is to connect 
the chef, cook, and entrepreneur directly to the source of the best 
products. We provide our customers with insight into the product 
composition and origin of our entire range, because knowledge is 
necessary to be able to make a conscious choice. 

Bidfood Netherlands has entered into a partnership with The 
Sustainability 
Consortium (TSC), with 
the aim of promoting 
transparency and 
sustainability among its 
suppliers. This helps us 
in our quest to achieve 
a fully transparent food 
chain. This is not an 
easy process, but 
through a process of 
interactive committed 
engagement with all stakeholders, this vision will become a reality.

• Maximising usage of the shrink wrap rolls, and reduced 
printing, less paper waste

• Reduced weekly skip bin collections

Championing this project was the general manager, assistant 
manager and shared services manager – a good example of 
leading from the top.

Immediate Outcomes: 
  In July 2021 we reported only 1,5 tonnes of Waste to Landfill
  Down to two skip bin collections per week

Bidfood NZ, Auckland South – Waste 
minimisation and recycling programme

Auckland South Branch believe that if they do their part 
within their business and in their community, they can 
contribute to a reduction in emissions and help protect 
the environment that we all live in. 

Goal: 
The ultimate end goal is to heavily reduce the Waste to 
Landfill through better utilisation of recycling. Prior to this project, 
the branch was generating approximately 6,5 tonnes of Waste to 
Landfill every month – the aim was to halve this by August 2021.  

Implementation:
• EnviroWaste (waste supplier) conducted a full waste 

management audit 
• Rubbish stations and signage in warehouse, with colour 

coded lids on rubbish bins
• Continuous staff communications – driving awareness and 

education
• Reusable cups and drink bottles for staff – encourage & 

reward

Bidfood has committed to:
  Cage free eggs 

We have committed to eliminating 
caged eggs from our supply 
chain by 2025 – commencing 
with the removal of caged eggs 
from our Own Brand label by 
2023. Bidfood’s cage-free policy 
sets a new standard for the 
foodservice industry.

  Responsible meat sourcing 
We follow strict animal welfare 
guidelines when it comes to our 
range of meat. Suppliers are 
accredited by all major meat and 
livestock programs, ensuring 
best practice during transport 
and processing. Protein 
products that are ethically 
raised, treated and processed.

  Sustainable seafood sourcing  
Bidfood has a sustainability-
based approach when procuring 
seafood products, working in 
partnership with Global 
Aquaculture Alliance, Marine 
Stewardship Council and the 
Aquaculture Stewardship Council. 
We’ve been recipients of multiple 
MSC Sustainable Seafood 
Awards.

Bid Corporation Limited    I >    Sustainability report 2021Bid Corporation Limited    I >    Sustainability report 2021

EXTRACTED FROM THE 2021 
ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT

EXTRACTED FROM THE 2021 
ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT

https://bidfood.pagetiger.com/bidfood-sustainability-report-2021
https://shop.bidfood.com.au/environmental-report1/2021/environmental-report-2021/
https://en.calameo.com/books/0022167942a7e61abd75d
https://www.bidfood.nl/
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Environmental sustainability

SCOPE 1SCOPE 1 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)
(excl refrigerants and aircon gases)

125 444
2020: 138 881

10%

SCOPE 3 SCOPE 3 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)
(excl refrigerants and aircon gases)

10 666
2020: 12 417*

14%

SCOPE 1SCOPE 1+ EMISSIONS (tCO2e)
(only refrigerants and aircon gases)

27 565
2020: 41 268*

33%

• Fuel consumption has decreased by 5% in 2021, a 
7% decrease in the number of delivery vehicles in 
the fleet contributed, new vehicles acquired tend to 
be smaller, and all are more fuel-efficient 
contributing to this improvement

• COVID lockdowns, particularly the harsh lockdowns 
in the UK and Europe for a significant portion of the 
year, meant that there was a drop in the diesel and 
petrol consumption recorded

• Operations have begun to investigate ways to 
improve fuel efficiencies, including service levels 
adjustments, alternative fuels, and investing in 
electric trucks 

• Bidfood UK reported nearly one third less emissions 
from natural gas usage as kitchens within branches 
operate on natural gas, but with lockdowns staff 
were working from home and on-site kitchens and 
canteens were on severely restricted hours

• Reporting aircon gas usage is difficult as the timing 
of refills is irregular, therefore annual usage 
reported has peaks and troughs depending on the 
timing of the maintenance programme

• Europe reported a 21% increase in aircon gas 
emissions (13% increase in usage), unfortunately 
the Netherlands suffered two refrigeration gas leaks 
following a lightning strike which required the 

facilities to be refilled; excluding these two incidents 
Europe would have reported a 10% decrease in 
aircon gas emissions in 2021

• EM reported a 50% decrease in aircon gas 
emissions (42% decrease in usage), however 
there were fewer maintenance refills in the year; 
emissions may increase in the new year

• Australasia reported a 53% reduction in aircon gas 
emissions (39% decrease in usage), this was due to 
two new sites opening in the prior year in Auckland 
north and Plymouth, both requiring a full gas refill; 
current year usage is considered normal usage  

• Grid electricity emissions in 2021 reduced by 16%
• Non-grid electricity generated by solar panels on 

site produced nearly 30% more power in 2021
• Reduced non-renewable electricity would have 

been influenced by the COVID lockdowns; however 
even during lockdown warehouses and cooling 
systems are required to continue to operate

• Australia, Belgium, and the Netherlands generated 
77% of the group’s total renewable energy 

• New installations in the year on sites in New 
Zealand, Australia, and the Netherlands 

• Waste emissions, generated by Waste-to-Landfill 
and Waste recycling, reduced by 14% in the year

• Bidfresh UK was a significant contributor to the 
waste recorded by the group due to the nature of 
the fresh produce stocked; however with the 
combined impact of COVID lockdowns and the 
businesses right-sizing restructure during the year, 
activity levels were severely impacted and therefore 
directly impacted the amount of waste produced by 
operations in the year

• Municipal water used has decreased by 13% in 
2021, with Australasia and the UK both using 32% 
less water this year

• Reduced on site activity, fewer trucks on the road, 
and preparation of fresh produce diminished due to 
COVID restrictions, all contributed to the reduced 
water consumption recorded

• In Australia the closure of several branches has 
contributed to the lower usage

TOTAL TOTAL 
CARBON EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

287,982 15%
2020: 340 730*

SCOPE 2SCOPE 2 EMISSIONS (tCO2e)

124 307
2020: 148 164

16%

Scope 1: Fuel and gas
2021

Group
AUS
%∆

UK
%∆

EUROPE
%∆

EM
%∆

Fuel (kilolitres)
2020: 49  569

44 673 (5%) (14%) (14%) 0%

Gas (tonnes)
2020: 2 573

2 370 1% (33%) (7%) 6%

%∆ Scope 1 (10%) (5%) (14%) (12%) 0%

Aircon gas (tonnes)
2020: 19*

14 (39%) 6% 13% (42%)

%∆ Scope 1+ (33%) (53%) (11%) 21% (50%)

Scope 2: Electricity –  
non-renewable grid supplied

2021
Group

AUS
%∆

UK
%∆

EUROPE
%∆

EM
%∆

Grid electricity (kWh)
2020: 295 147 908

277 092 525 (8%) (9%) (5%) (3%)

%∆ Scope 2 (16%) (22%) (17%) (20%) (6%)

Non-grid electricity (kWh)
2020: 5 245 226

6 779 896 49% (6%) 25% –

• South Africa and Spain are planning their first 
solar installations, due to commence in 2022

• In Australia, solar installations were operational for 
the full year in Darwin, Colmslie, Cairns, and 
Bendigo, improving renewable power generated 
on site by nearly 50%

• All new builds are equipped with energy efficient, 
smart solutions, such as solar installations, LED 
lighting, natural light, and other green measures in 
the building design; many operations are also 
beginning to retro-fit existing sites with these 
energy saving solutions

• Similarly in Europe, the Spanish Guzman 
operations, also predominantly focused on fresh 
produce, was subject to a restructuring, and many 
branch closures; this combined with the COVID 
impact also meant less activity, less produce, and 
therefore less waste

• Emerging Markets, CFG implemented improved 
manufacturing processes, longer production runs, 
and better management of lot expiry; all of which 
improved upon the waste reported in the prior year

• Operations across the group are implementing 
water-wise practices and water saving devices to 
improve behaviour and personal awareness of 
water consumption to reduce water usage

• Rainwater, borehole, and other non-municipal 
sources of water are being implemented for on-site 
non-consumable water usage, eg washing of trucks 
and pallets; measurement of this water used is 
unreliable and in some instances has not been 
measured

Significant investment in the solar panel 
installations will continue as we build 
energy-efficient sites around the world.
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Scope 3: Waste
2021

Group
AUS
%∆

UK
%∆

EUROPE
%∆

EM
%∆

Waste recycled (tonnes)
2020: 19 965*

18 000 1% (20%) (6%) (7%)

Waste to landfill (tonnes)
2020: 20 444*

17 511 (9%) (39%) (50%) (17%)

%∆ Scope 3 (14%) (9%) (32%) (47%) (17%)

Food waste (tonnes)
2020: 3 689*

2 047 0% (57%) 25% (28%)

Cost control, recycling and reuse 
remains a priority, minimising 
packaging consumption and choosing 
biodegradable organically based 
materials where possible. 

Water towers, rain water tanks and 
recycling water for sanitary and 
cleaning purposes to reduce our 
consumption of water. 

MUNICIPAL WATERMUNICIPAL WATER  
(kilolitres)

829 907
2020: 957 270

13%

Water
2021

Group
AUS
%∆

UK
%∆

EUROPE
%∆

EM
%∆

Municipal water (kilolitres)
2020: 952 865

825 609 (32%) (32%) (13%) 16%

Other water (kilolitres)
2020: 4 405

4 298 0% 0% 0% (2%)

AUSAUS

69 543
17%

UKUK

62 500
15%

EUREUR

79 107
14%

EMEM

76 832
16%

Low-carbon decision making across all activities of the Bidcorp business model is non-negotiable.

Through robust quarterly reporting, sharing best practices, and celebrating the successes, we are embedding 
environmental sustainability as a foundation stone within our culture. 

Despite our achievements to date, we are not easing off. More than ever the determination to ensure we are delivering 
a demonstrable difference to our environment remains the focus of every Bidfood business around the world. The 
sustainability of our environment is a top priority.

Managing the impact of our global operations, our diverse supply chain, the many communities we engage with, 
and our natural environment in a sustainable way is essential to our success today and going forward. This is the reason that prioritising our 
sustainability programme across our whole business is a key group-wide mission – Building a brighter future together.

Bidcorp is proud to report a 15% decrease in total carbon emissions this year.

Group’s total carbon emissions reduced to 287 982 tCO2e in 2021 (2020: 340 730 tCO2e). 

Every Scope reported a carbon emissions reduction:

 Scope 1 down 10% – fuel and gas contributed 43% of the group’s total emissions

 Scope 1+ down 33% – refrigeration contributed 10% of the group’s total emissions

 Scope 2 down 16% – electricity contributed 43% of the group’s total emissions

 Scope 3 down 14% – waste contributed 4% of the group’s total emissions

Every Division reported a total carbon emissions reduction:

 Australasia down 17%; contributing 24% of the group’s total emissions

 UK down 15%; contributing 22% of the group’s total emissions

 Europe down 14%; contributing 27% of the group’s total emissions

 Emerging Markets down 16%; contributing 27% of the group’s total emissions

Reduced activity levels across all regions as a result of COVID lockdowns did provide some respite in the emissions produced, but the 
reductions achieved this year were largely due to the concerted efforts, responsible investment, and focussed determination of each of 
our teams to address the climate change risks. Making a difference to building a brighter future.

Building 

a brighter 

future

Fu
el

 a
nd

 g
as

* 2020 comparatives have been adjusted:
 –  Scope 1+: Poland identified an error in the way usage of aircon gas was calculated, disclosing the amount of gas on site as opposed to usage.  

This has been corrected in the current year and prior year comparative
 –  Scope 3: Spain identified a misallocation of waste between Waste recycled and Waste to landfill. This has been corrected in the current year and 

prior year comparative

Po
w

er

Refer page 14

Refer page 12

Refer page 16 Refer page 18

For more information see group and divisional carbon emissions analysis on pages 10 to 21.

Refer page 20
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EXTRACTED FROM THE 2021 
ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT

EXTRACTED FROM THE 2021 
ANNUAL INTEGRATED REPORT
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England, Bidfood UK

NEXT UP:

Renewable energy generation  
using our solar panels

Western Australia, Bidfood Perth

Bidfood Netherlands, Groningen depot

Building 

a brighter 

future

New Zealand, Bidfood Hobsonville

Australia, Bidfood Cairns

Solar power generated within the group 
increased by 29% this year. Australia, Belgium 
and the Netherlands generated 77% of the 
group’s total. New installations this year were 
completed in New Zealand, Australia, and the 
Netherlands. The significant benefit to both 
emissions reduction and cost management has 
been proven, and operations in South Africa 
and Spain are now planning solar panel 
installations.

Bid Corporation Limited    I >    Sustainability report 2021Bid Corporation Limited    I >    Sustainability report 2021

Group carbon emissions analysis 12

Bidfood divisions carbon emissions 
analysis 14

Carbon emissions factors 23

Group and divisional carbon  
emissions analysis
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Group carbon emissions analysis
Building a brighter 
future

2021 2020 % change

Revenue (R’billion)1 114,7 120,6 (5)

Trading profit (R’billion)1 4,9 4,2 17

2021 2020 % change

Payroll spend (R’billion) 13,4 14,5 (8)

Total employees (number)2  22 552  23 427 (4)

Male  15 902  16 443 (3)

Female  6 650  6 984 (5)

Percentage of the workforce is female 29% 30%

Finance summary

Employees overview
Functional 
employee 

spread

39% Warehouse
25% Distribution
19% Selling/marketing
17% Administration

2021 2020 % change

Total emissions (tCOTotal emissions (tCO22e)e)  287 982  287 982  340 730 340 730*  (15)(15)

Scope 1 emissions (tCO2e)  125 444  138 881 (10)

Fuel (kilolitres)  44 673  49 569 (10)

Gas (tonnes)  2 370  2 573 (8)

Scope 1+ emissions (tCO2e)  27 565  41 268* (33)

Aircon gas (tonnes)  13,9  19,1* (27)

Scope 2 emissions (tCO2e)  124 307  148 164 (16)

Grid Elec (kWh)  277 092 525  295 147 908 (6)

Non-grid Elec (kWh)  6 779 896  5 245 226 29

Scope 3 emissions (tCO2e)  10 666  12 417* (14)

Waste recycled (tonnes)  18 000  19 965* (10)

Waste to landfill (tonnes)  17 511  20 444* (14)

Food waste (tonnes)  2 047  3 689* (45)

Water (kilolitres)  829 907  957 270 (13)

Carbon emissions

2021 2020 % change

Depots (m2)  1 344 066  1 344 339 0

Vehicles (number)  6 649  7 100 (6)

Delivery vehicles  4 782  5 149 (7)

Passenger vehicles  1 867  1 951 (4)

Assets overview
For the year ended June 30  2021

Group Aus UK Europe EM

Total emissions Total emissions  287 982  287 982   69 54369 543    62 50062 500    79 10779 107    76 83276 832  
Scope 1: fuel and gas 44% 36% 68% 45% 29%

Scope 1+: aircon gas 9% 4% 10% 9% 15%

Scope 2: power 43% 47% 21% 45% 55%

Scope 3: waste 4% 13% 1% 1% 1%

Total emissions analysed by scope contribution

Bidcorp group Bidcorp group carbon emissions analysis
Bidcorp monthly gathers input data from each business in the group. This input data is gathered through the financial consolidation reporting 
tool, the CUBE. These inputs are interpreted and translated into the specific scope emissions, as defined on page 4 in the scope and 
boundary of this report. Quarterly summary tables and analysis is prepared and presented to the divisional audit and risk committee 
meetings for challenge and consideration. 

The table over the page is the group summary of the information presented in the 2021 annual reporting suite, as included in both the AIR 
and this report, the 2021 Sustainability Report.

1 Group results include Bidcorp Corporate Services corporate costs of R106 million (2020: R70,9 million).
2 Group headcount includes Bidcorp Corporate Services headcount of 61 employees (2020: 62 employees).

Total
emissions

24% Australasia
22% United Kingdom
27% Europe
27% Emerging Markets

Scope 1: 
fuel and gas

20% Australasia
34% United Kingdom
29% Europe
17% Emerging Markets

Scope 1+: 
aircon gas

9% Australasia
23% United Kingdom
26% Europe
42% Emerging Markets

Scope 2: 
power

27% Australasia
11% United Kingdom
28% Europe
34% Emerging Markets

Scope 3: 
waste

83% Australasia
3% United Kingdom
6% Europe
8% Emerging Markets

Divisional emissions contribution by scope  

Group trends

*  2020 comparatives have been 
adjusted:

 –  Scope 1+: Poland identified 
an error in the way usage of 
aircon gas was calculated, 
disclosing the amount of 
gas on site as opposed to 
usage.  
This has been corrected in 
the current year and prior 
year comparative

 –  Scope 3: Spain identified a 
misallocation of waste 
between Waste recycled 
and Waste to landfill. This 
has been corrected in the 
current year and prior year 
comparative

The table below the contribution by scope to the total emissions reported. The first column shows the group’s total emissions, and each 
scope’s contribution to this group total. The table then shows each division’s total emissions with their respective scope’s contribution 
broken down into percentages. This analysis assists us to monitor where the more significant scope emissions contributions are found, 
division by division.

The pies below shows each divisions contribution to the total group emissions, scope by scope. These trends are monitored, and where 
best practices are identified, shared with other businesses in the group to embrace solutions which can improve the emissions reported. 

https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Sustainability-Report.pdf
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Australasia Australasia commentary

Scope 1 – fuel and gas

Fuel: The impact of the COVID shutdowns is still reflected 
in the decreased vehicle use, moreover the price of fuel 
has decreased. The resulting negative impact on sales 
activity lead to a reduction in fuel usage as delivery volumes 
fell. Since then, branches have reviewed their service levels 
(including removal of Sunday deliveries) in an ongoing 
effort to reduce costs as a result of reduced sales levels. 

Gas: Closure of several branches has also contributed to 
lower usage. LPG usage is much lower due to the disposal 
of the fresh division that used primarily LPG forklifts.

Aircon gas: New sites are built with more efficient refrigeration 
systems and with low-charge ammonia replacing older 
refrigeration systems. Coupled with the closure of several 
branches, this has reduced our overall gas usage.

Overall use of refrigerant gases in current year was 
consistent but to note the current year includes ~100kg 
of Ammonia used in the new Christchurch Foodservice site, 
while prior year includes a similar volume of R404a at the 
Christchurch Butchery site due to an unplanned leak.

Scope 2 – power

Click here for the 
Bidfood Australia 
Environmental Report

Bid Corporation Limited    I >    Sustainability report 2021Bid Corporation Limited    I >    Sustainability report 2021

Australia solar production has increased in megawatt hours 
by nearly 50% year-on-year to June 2021, with Darwin, 
Colmslie, Cairns, and Bendigo solar systems operational 
from Q1 2021 compared to last year.  New, more efficient, 
warehouses have been opened at Cairns and Dandenong 
during the year, with the closure of several previously 
inefficient branches has reduced overall non-renewable 
energy consumption. This growth rate is expected to 
continue in 2022 with the installation of the solar array 
at John Lewis Foodservice in Adelaide and the Newcastle 
warehouse planned for use by December 2021.

Energy availability continues to be a key risk that has 
management’s full attention. To address this we have 
invested in four mobile generators, placed strategically 
to ensure rapid deployment in Queensland, Victoria, New 
South Wales, and South Australia. New sites are being 

constructed with permanent on-site backup generators 
and nearly all new sites have solar power generation 
installations. Where possible excess energy production is fed 
back to the grid to help alleviate costs. We have even 
commenced the retrofitting of existing sites with solar 
panels.

For all new sites, Australia has committed to solar panel 
installations, and efficient refrigeration and lighting solutions.

New Zealand did see an increase in electricity consumption 
due to the additional sites opened during the year. 
Onsite electricity is being generated at the Hobsonville site, 
opened in the prior year, reporting energy generation since 
January 2020. We are now able to monitor the benefits over 
full annual cycle with generation significantly higher in the 
summer months.

2021 2020 % change

Revenue (R’billion) 33,0 29,0 14

Trading profit (R’billion) 2,5 1,9 32

2021 2020 % change

Payroll spend (R’billion) 3,4 3,1 10

Total employees (number) 4 213 4 095 3

Male 3 031 2 991 1

Female 1 182 1 104 7

Percentage of the workforce is female 28% 27%

2021 2020 % change

Depots (m2) 297 961 317 066 (6)

Vehicles (number) 1 016 1 200 (8)

Delivery vehicles 880 948 (7)

Passenger vehicles 226 252 (10)

Finance summary

Employees overview

Assets overview

2021 2020 % change

Total emissions (tCOTotal emissions (tCO22e)e)  69 543  69 543  84 090  84 090 (17)(17)

Scope 1 emissions (tCO2e)  25 229  26 543 (5)

Fuel (kilolitres)  9 292  9 783 (5)

Gas (tonnes)  167  166 1

Scope 1+ emissions (tCO2e)  2 543  5 423 (53)

Aircon gas (tonnes)  2,0  3,3 (39)

Scope 2 emissions (tCO2e)  32 948  42 480 (22)

Grid Elec (kWh)  68 244 548  73 937 753 (8)

Non-grid Elec (kWh)  2 824 240  1 891 877 49

Scope 3 emissions (tCO2e)  8 823  9 644 (9)

Waste recycled (tonnes)  7 495  7 438 1

Waste to landfill (tonnes)  14 749  16 172 (9)

Food waste (tonnes)  47  47 0

Water (kilolitres)  207 602  303 753 (32)

Carbon emissions

Functional 
employee 

spread

45% Warehouse
21% Distribution
19% Selling/marketing
15% Administration

Building a brighter 
future

Australia has reduced their water consumption 
following the closure of several branches. 

New Zealand installed microwave thawing 
solutions in Christchurch reducing the water 
used for thawing previously.

Water
The closure of several sites across Australia, and the subsequent 
clean-up over the past year lead to positive decreases in 
wastage recorded. Waste produced by the Australian distribution 
centres is mostly packaging waste and food waste. 

Since 2018, Bidfood has reduced total waste each year just 
through the encouragement of operations to reduce and reuse.

Our Own Brand team in Christchurch are proud to support Bishop 
Julius in their effort to reduce waste and promote sustainability by 
supplying these reusable lunch bags. Each student will receive a 
bag in their Bishop Julius welcome package – keeping their 
lunches fresh and tasty throughout the year

Bidfood divisions – carbon emissions analysis

Scope 3 – waste

https://shop.bidfood.com.au/environmental-report1/2021/environmental-report-2021/
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Building a brighter 
future

United Kingdom United Kingdom commentary
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Functional 
employee 

spread

37% Warehouse
32% Distribution
13% Selling/marketing
18% Administration

Fuel consumption is lower than last year linked to the 
downturn in trade. Our petrol usage has reduced more 
significantly than diesel given the level of car drivers on 
furlough, coupled with a general work from home instruction 
from the UK government. Diesel usage although down, does 
not compare to the sales decrease as smaller drop sizes to 
customers who have remained open have impacted this.

Gas usage after 6 months of the year, is down quite 
significantly, partly due to the lack of active canteen 
operations within depots, either being closed or being 
used on a much-reduced basis.

It is also worth noting we have started to see a slow but 
steady increase in fuel and gas prices in recent months

Fleet decarbonisation challenge
Scientific studies and field trials have shown that 
Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil (HVO) produces 33% fewer 
particulates than fossil diesel, 30% lower hydrocarbon 
emissions, 24% less carbon monoxide, and 9% less NOx 
(nitrogen oxide). HVO is considered a medium-term, 
transition fuel for fleets that want to reduce carbon 
emissions.

Currently, HVO supply is limited, and use restricted, the 
fuel is also 10% to 15% more expensive than diesel. 
However, there are indications of cost savings in other areas 
such as maintenance and fuel economy. 

Electricity usage early in the year recorded 
an increase, following the inclusion of usage 
by Elite and Simply Food Solutions. 
However, as the year progressed reduction 
in electricity usage was as a result of the 
lesser presence of staff at sites and a small 
number of temporary site closures, although 
the bulk of costs continue with fridges and 
freezers switched on.

The reduction in water usage reported reflects the reduced 
number of staff on site, along with the temporary depot 
closures, and the impact of the implementation of staggered 
operating days

SUPPLY CHAIN – Collective water stewardship activity in 
southern Spain
Bidfood is glad to join retailers and fresh produce businesses 
in club-funding a joint scoping study into water scarcity in 
Southern Spain, which is a critical production area for 
produce imported into the UK, and one that is forecast to be 

exposed to a high degree of water stress as a result of 
climate change. 

The study aims to give a more informed and context-based 
approach to develop a delivery approach that might allow for 
multiple parties each individually playing their part – but with 
a wider collective outcome and stronger business case to 
do so.

The One Foundation

One Water are the UK’s leading ethical drinks brand. Every 
bottle bought helps to fund projects supplying safe and 
clean water in the world’s poorest countries.

Water

Waste to landfill in Bidfood UK has reduced partly linked to the drop in 
volume, but also with Simply Food Solutions (our biggest waste to landfill 
producer) increasing their focus on recycling moving away from waste to 
landfill. Ongoing reductions and improvements are noted, when 
compared with prior periods as we look to recycle wherever possible, 
coupled with reduced volume. 

We are now better able to split our reporting by depot, so in June we 
have made an adjustment to reflect Oliver Kay depots under Bidfresh, 
which is why we see an increase in the recycling results. Food waste 
results reflects this improved, updated data provided. The meat segment 
generates the most food waste that can be reused. However, the overall 
reduction in sales and activity levels across the division, means a 
corresponding decrease in usable food waste is noted.

Click here for the 
Bidfood UK Sustainable 
Development Report 2021

2021 2020 % change

Revenue (R’billion) 25,0 31,5 (21)

Trading profit (R’billion) 0,4 0,7 (43)

2021 2020 % change

Payroll spend (R’billion) 3,6 4,4 (18)

Total employees (number)  5 753  6 807 (15)

Male  4 445  5 172 (14)

Female  1 308  1 635 (20)

Percentage of the workforce is female 23% 24%

2021 2020 % change

Depots (m2)  229 564  223 720 3

Vehicles (number)  2 155  2 382 (10)

Delivery vehicles  1 556  1 655 (6)

Passenger vehicles  599  727 (18)

Finance summary

Employees overview

Assets overview

2021 2020 % change

Total emissions (tCOTotal emissions (tCO22e)e)  62 500  62 500  73 154  73 154 (15)(15)

Scope 1 emissions (tCO2e)  42 313  49 306 (14)

Fuel (kilolitres)  15 583  18 109 (14)

Gas (tonnes)  161  239 (33)

Scope 1+ emissions (tCO2e)  6 387  7 149 (11)

Aircon gas (tonnes)  3,4  3,2 6

Scope 2 emissions (tCO2e)  13 464  16 208 (17)

Grid Elec (kWh)  57 750 041  63 412 338 (9)

Non-grid Elec (kWh)  705 572  754 570 (6)

Scope 3 emissions (tCO2e)  336  491 (32)

Waste recycled (tonnes)  7 401  9 238 (20)

Waste to landfill (tonnes)  303  500 (39)

Food waste (tonnes)  1 255  2 902 (57)

Water (kilolitres)  97 669  142 972 (32)

Carbon emissions

Bidfood divisions – carbon emissions analysis

Scope 1 – fuel and gas

Scope 2 – power Scope 3 – waste

https://bidfood.pagetiger.com/bidfood-sustainability-report-2021
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Functional 
employee 

spread

45% Warehouse
29% Distribution
14% Selling/marketing
12% Administration

Fuel consumption was impacted by the reduced 
activity levels during the COVID pandemic across the 
whole division. Fuel price increases were noted in many 
of the operations, although were mostly noted towards 
the end of the year. We expect this to have an impact on the 
2022 results.

Improvements in fuel consumption were also achieved by 
reviewing routes and transport procedures, implementing 
rationalisation measures to reduce fuel consumption. 

Many of the Bidfood operations are investing in new trucks 
powered by Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). CNG has 
many advantages over diesel, in that it emits 77% less 
particulate matter and 11% less CO2 than a diesel truck. 
CNG is also cheaper than diesel. We expect to see more 
improvement in our consumption levels once activity levels 
resume to pre-COVID levels.

Natural gas is used for heating water, heating the 
administrative buildings, and principally for the heating of 

non-refrigerated storage spaces (especially during the winter 
period). Natural gas consumption remained stable as the 
warehouses are in constant operation. Natural gas 
consumption is not impacted by a slowdown in activity.

The reported increase in refrigerant gasses was after 
a lightning strike to our largest cooled facility in the 
Netherlands, which then required the system to be refilled. 
This was a one-off unfortunate incident, as refrigerant 
gasses usually only require small, intermittent top ups.

There were other smaller refills required in the year where 
new facilities were opened in Czech, Portugal, and Belgium. 
Bidfood operations are determined to source and implement 
low emission cooling systems as the opportunities for 
improvements and upgrades arise, which was evidenced 
this year when Portugal upgraded their cooling system from 
the previously high emission R404a gas to the much-
improved R440a gas (Opteon XP40).

Water consumption primarily 
used in the cold production 
system in certain warehouses. 
Usage is also impacted by 
weather conditions. The 
higher the outside 
temperature, the greater the 
water consumption.

Water

Electricity is used in the main by refrigeration units for the 
cold storage spaces. To a lesser extent, electricity is used for 
lighting and the operation of computer equipment and 
handling machines. Generally a dip in usage recorded over 
the last year was due to the impact of COVID lockdowns. 

Non-grid electricity is produced through on-site installed 
solar panels at many of the sites, with new sites added this 
year such as the NL Groningen installation. Electricity 

production via solar panels has been stable noting only a 
slight decrease in usage of renewable energy in the past 
year. Solar panel production of electricity is dependent on 
weather conditions, but reduced usage could also be due to 
reduced activity levels. 

Management is confident that the investment made by 
Bidfood is paying off. The objective is to continue to increase 
the use of energy from renewable sources.

With repeated impacts of COVID lockdowns, 
inventory clean-ups were required which 
impacted stock levels and the resultant waste 
produced. With lower activity, came lower 
stock levels and therefore reduced the waste 
output. 

Cardboard, plastic, wood, steel, food waste, 
garden waste, waste for landfill, dangerous 
waste, maintenance packaging waste, etc are 
the kinds of waste that are sorted in our 
distribution centres for recycling purposes. 
Staff training is critical to the efficiency and 
success of our waste sorting goals. 

Food waste is used in a process called 
“biomethanization”, being the use of a natural 
biological process to transform organic matter 
to produce both renewable energy and a 
residue used as a fertilizer. 

Joint initiatives with our customers are 
providing excellent opportunities to not only 
develop and strengthen our relationships, but 
also has a positive impact on our environment. 
The team in Netherlands have engaged in a 
circular chain sustainability programme to 
combine efforts with a customer. A good 
example of a circular chain sustainability.

2021 2020 % change

Revenue (R’billion) 35,7 40,2 (11)

Trading profit (R’billion) 1,1 1,0 10

2021 2020 % change

Payroll spend (R’billion) 4,4 5,0 (12)

Total employees (number)  6 605  6 567 1

Male  4 591  4 520 2

Female  2 014  2 047 (2)

Percentage of the workforce is female 30% 31%

2021 2020 % change

Depots (m2)  500 687  500 190 0

Vehicles (number) 2 564 2 744 (7)

Delivery vehicles 1 697 1 932 (12)

Passenger vehicles 867 812 7

Finance summary

Employees overview

Assets overview

2021 2020 % change

Total emissions (tCOTotal emissions (tCO22e)e)  79 107  79 107  92 438 92 438*  (14)(14)

Scope 1 emissions (tCO2e)  36 031  41 113 (12)

Fuel (kilolitres)  11 652  13 495 (14)

Gas (tonnes)  1 825  1 963 (7)

Scope 1+ emissions (tCO2e)  7 138  5 907* 21

Aircon gas (tonnes)  2,5  2,2* 14

Scope 2 emissions (tCO2e)  35 263  44 137 (20)

Grid Elec (kWh)  92 317 701  97 307 660 (5)

Non-grid Elec (kWh)  3 250 084  2 598 779 25%

Scope 3 emissions (tCO2e)  675  1 281* (47)

Waste recycled (tonnes)  2 821  2 985* (6)

Waste to landfill (tonnes)  1 047  2 076* (50)

Food waste (tonnes)  503  403 25

Water (kilolitres)  201 709  232 331 (13)

Carbon emissions

Bidfood divisions – carbon emissions analysis

Scope 1 – fuel and gas

Scope 2 – power

Scope 3 – waste

Click here for the Bidfood 
Belgium Environmental Report

* 2020 comparatives have been adjusted:
 –  Scope 1+: Poland identified an error in the way usage of aircon gas was calculated, disclosing the amount of gas on site as opposed to usage.  

This has been corrected in the current year and prior year comparative
 –  Scope 3: Spain identified a misallocation of waste between Waste recycled and Waste to landfill. This has been corrected in the current year and 

prior year comparative

https://en.calameo.com/books/0022167942a7e61abd75d
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Functional 
employee 

spread

31% Warehouse
17% Distribution
30% Selling/marketing
22% Administration

2021 2020 % change

Revenue (R’billion) 21,1 20,0 6

Trading profit (R’billion) 0,9 0,6 50

2021 2020 % change

Payroll spend (R’billion) 2 2 0

Total employees (number)  5 920  5 896 0

Male  3 799  3 722 2

Female  2 121  2 174 (2)

Percentage of the workforce is female 36% 37%

2021 2020 % change

Depots (m2)  315 854  303 363  4

Vehicles (number)  824  774 6

Delivery vehicles  649  614 6

Passenger vehicles  175  160 9

Finance summary

Employees overview

Assets overview

2021 2020 % change

Total emissions (tCOTotal emissions (tCO22e)e)  76 832  76 832  91 048  91 048 (16)(16)

Scope 1 emissions (tCO2e)  21 871  21 919 0

Fuel (kilolitres)  8 146  8 182 0

Gas (tonnes)  217  205 6

Scope 1+ emissions (tCO2e)  11 497  22 789 (50)

Aircon gas (tonnes)  6,0  10,4 (42)

Scope 2 emissions (tCO2e)  42 632  45 339 (6)

Grid Elec (kWh)  58 780 235  60 490 157 (3)

Non-grid Elec (kWh)  –    –   

Scope 3 emissions (tCO2e)  832  1 001 (17)

Waste recycled (tonnes)  283  304 (7)

Waste to landfill (tonnes)  1 412  1 696 (17)

Food waste (tonnes)  242  337 (28)

Water (kilolitres)  322 927  278 214 16

Emissions summary

Asia

Angliss has taken the lead in the group with investment into 
electric trucks, largely due to the localised warehouses 
delivering to city centre restaurants, which suit the smaller 
bodied, nimble delivery vehicles. Beijing invested in four new 
electric delivery vehicles, Shenzhen has half of its full fleet 
already converted to electric trucks, and Chengdu has 
purchased their first electric vehicle. Government programmes 
restricting fossil fuel vehicles into city centres has motivated 
investment, but this is also indicative of Angliss’ own social 
responsibility to protect the environment. 

Angliss recorded 52% less refrigeration gases used, partly due 
to an increased maintenance programme on all facilities, 
reducing the risk of gas leaks. Maintenance checks require 
replenishment to maintain optimal cooling levels, annual usage 
can be skewed by the timing of refuels.

Africa

The South African operations continue to prioritise climate 
change initiatives. Key projects in Bidfood SA included research 
into a battery-operated fridge unit for the delivery trucks. 
Supplementing this programme, a nation-wide review on fleet 
usage, distances travelled and routes taken. The outcome of 
which was a 1% decrease in diesel used versus increase of 
8% in turnover. Due to the reduced activity levels, and the 
strictly enforced work-from-home COVID restrictions, petrol 
usage for the managers and sales team was down nearly 30% 
in the year. 

Bidfood South Africa continued to reap the benefits of the 
installed rain water harvesting systems, for non-consumable 
water needs on site. Renewed focus in capex maintenance 
programmes to improve energy efficiencies, such as LED 
lighting installations and investment into solar plants.

Bidfood SA has appointed a sub-contracted waste 
management service provide to facilitate segregation of waste. 
Waste stream management has proved successful to date. 

New legislation is anticipated regarding sustainable packaging 
solutions. Research and investment into strengthening our 
supply chain to meet these new requirements, ahead of the 
rules being enforced. Changes have already been 
implemented to move to recyclable, biodegradable, and 
compostable packaging.

CFG has installed solar panels which generate significant 
savings and benefits. Plans have been accelerated to roll out 
additional solar panels. CFG has successfully implemented the 
rain-water harvesting systems to wash pallets and vehicles, 
recycling at every opportunity from water wastage to 
packaging. Identifying food waste opportunities to redistribute 
food before end-of-use date has been very successful. 

Middle East

BME Saudi, as part of a programme to reduce waste, initiated 
a hygiene training programme to inform and influence the 
usage of environmentally friendly consumables and responsible 
water usage. In the UAE, the business partnered with a leading 
sustainable plant-based meat solution to the region, which 
uses 96% less land and 87% less water than standard meat 
products from animal agriculture. The team is now focused on 
developing and expanding the ‘plant-based’ portfolio. Newly 
acquired Wetfish operation is consciously shifting to an 
exclusive sustainably based supply chain offering.

Turkey

Turkey have invested in energy efficient vehicles, with all sales 
vehicles now improved hybrid models. Transforming the rest of 
the fleet to hybrid models is a work-in-progress, but good 
progress has been made. 

Food waste efficiencies have been achieved through a 
partnership with Fazla Gıda, an environmentally focused NGO, 
delivering a saving of over 25 tonnes of carbon emissions. 

South America

In South America, the businesses made steady progress, 
identifying opportunities to reduce usage and responsibly 
invest in energy efficient solutions. A specific climate change 
initiative launched by Brazil, was an exclusive supply 
arrangement with local mineral water supplier “Água na 
Caixa”, a company which aims to replace all plastic with a 
renewable packing material solution for bottled water. Water 
preservation in this region is critical, and the businesses have 
taken significant measures to save, reuse, and recycle water. 
Rainwater harvesting and storage has been implemented at 
most branches and strict internal protocols informing all with 
regards to the responsible usage of water is in place to 
protect this limited resource.

Bidfood divisions – carbon emissions analysis

CP’s Bakery School for 
young graduates is creating 
exciting new career 
opportunities.
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Building a brighter 
future

Carbon emissions factors

June 2021

Diesel (excluding Biodiesel)  2,6879 litre

Gasoline (petrol)  2,3147 litre

NG (natural gas)   0,2045 kwh

LNG (liquified natural gas)  2,5424 kgs

LPG (liquified petroleum gas)  2,9388 kgs

June 2021

Waste recycled (e.g. glass, plastic, wood, etc.)  21,3167 kgs

Waste to landfill  587,3768 kgs

Food waste –* kgs

Scope 1: fuel and gas

Scope 3: waste

June 2021

A/C and refrigerant gases R404a  3 922 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R410a  2 088 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R22  1 810 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R507a  3 985 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R32  668 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases Ammonia (NH3 
or R717) –* kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases CO2 or R744  1 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R134a  1 430 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R407c  1 774 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R407f  1 825 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R426a  1 508 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R438a  2 265 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R448a  1 387 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R449a  1 397 kgs

A/C and refrigerant gases R452a  2 141 kgs

Scope 1+: aircon gas

Source:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-
factors-for-company-reporting

June 2021

Australasia

Australia  0,7210 

New Zealand  0,1330 

United Kingdom

United Kingdom  0,2331 

Europe

Netherlands  0,3480 

Belgium  0,1150 

Czech Republic  0,4590 

Slovakia 0,2770

Poland  0,6750 

Italy  0,2700 

Lithuania  0,3010 

Germany  0,2770 

Spain  0,0910 

Portugal  0,1260 

Emerging Markets 

China  0,7110 

Hong Kong  0,6883 

Singapore  0,4556 

South Africa  0,9280 

Turkey  0,3790 

United Arab Emirates  0,4258 

Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia  0,7320 

Brazil  0,1050 

Chile  0,3850 

Scope 2: power

Sources:
1. https://app.electricitymap.org/map
2.  https://www.carbonfootprint.com/docs/2020_06_emissions_

factors_sources_for_2020_electricity_v1_1.pdf

Source:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-
factors-for-company-reporting

Bidfood Australia

Gruppo DAC, Italy

South Africa, CFG Okram recycling

New Zealand, Bidfood South Auckland

Bidfood Netherlands, Groningen depot

Western Australia, Bidfood Perth

Australia, Bidfood Brisbane

Netherlands, Bidfood Ede

GHG emissions can be reported in terms of the metric tonnes of gas emitted or in metric tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (tCO2e). This 
gives the global warming effect of the mass of GHG in terms of what mass of carbon dioxide would produce the equivalent effect. These 
emissions are calculated using the GHG Protocol calculation where we record activity data e.g. the amount of electricity used or distance 
travelled and then multiply it by an emission (conversion) factor which gives an estimate of the GHG emissions. The emission (conversion) 
factor applied for each of the Scope 1, Scope 1+, Scope 2 and Scope 3 as reported in this Bidcorp Sustainability Report are set out below, 
with the sources of the specific emission factor recorded below each table.

Emission factor multiple

*  Where the carbon emission factor is zero, this indicates that there are 
no carbon emissions produced

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://app.electricitymap.org/map
https://www.carbonfootprint.com/docs/2020_06_emissions_factors_sources_for_2020_electricity_v1_1.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
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NEXT UP:

Waste reduction is a non-negotiable in  
the net-zero arsenalBuilding 

a brighter 

future

Bidfood facilitates global waste improvement by 
supplying packaging ranges that can easily be 
composted commercially or recycled. Improving 
waste initiatives such as biomethanation of solid 
waste, driving internal waste recycling targets, or 
even adjusting processes to gain efficiencies have 
delivered positive steps towards reaching our goal. 
Teams have engaged with external waste 
management third parties to maximise efficiencies 
in the pursuit of effective waste management; and 
great progress has been made within the first 
year. Rollout of these programmes across the 
group is now underway.

New Zealand, Bidfood South Auckland

United Kingdom, Bidfresh

South Africa, CFG Okram recycling

New Zealand, Bidfood South Auckland

South Africa, Crown Food 
Johannesburg
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Reporting guidelines (cross referenced)
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PRINCIPLE ACTION REFERENCE
HUMAN RIGHTS

Principle 1

Protection of human rights

Bidcorp has a group-wide, enforceable code of ethics 
statement which clearly communicates a foundational 
commitment to the protection of all human rights to all 
stakeholders engaged with the Bidcorp global group. This 
code of ethics is enforceable through the globally 
accessible, 24/7 monitored whistleblower facility, available 
to all stakeholders to report any instances (perceived or 
otherwise) and will be addressed at the highest level of 
the group.

AIR:
– Stakeholders pages 18 to 24
– Whistleblower page 18
– Governance page 81
Governance report:
– Bidcorp code of ethics pages 42 to 47

Principle 2

No complicity in human 
rights abuse

LABOUR

Principle 3

Freedom of association 
and collective bargaining

Across the group, within each local environment, Bidcorp 
encourages freedom of association, proactively driving 
transparent and meaningful engagement with employees 
and with their representative forums and unions.

AIR:
–  Business model – capital inputs pages  

14 to 17
– Stakeholders – Employees page 19
–  Divisional human capital pages 47, 53, 59, 

65
Principle 4

Elimination of forced and 
compulsory labour

Modern slavery is an unquestionable and indefensible 
violation of an individual’s basic human rights. Bidcorp 
recognises that modern slavery is a crime that can take 
many forms and as a commercial organisation, we have 
a moral and social responsibility to take a zero-tolerance 
approach to modern slavery in any form. Modern slavery 
policies have been adopted in businesses group-wide.

AIR:
–  Stakeholders – Employees page 19 and 

Suppliers page 21
–  Divisional human capital pages 47, 53, 59, 

65, 71
–  Governance page 81
Governance report:
– Bidcorp code of ethics pages 42 to 47

Principle 5

Abolition of child labour

The group actively communicates the policy regarding 
ethical labour practices, specifically zero-tolerance to child 
labour practices; quarterly each management team in the 
group confirms compliance to this standard through the 
management representation letter.

AIR:
–  Stakeholders – Employees page 19 and 

Suppliers page 21
– Whistleblower page 18
– Governance pillars page 81
Governance report:
– Bidcorp code of ethics pages 42 to 47

Principle 6

Elimination of 
discrimination

Bidcorp is committed to transformation and the building 
of a sustainable local economy in every geography in 
which we operate. The board maintains its commitment 
to diversity as a strategic imperative, as demonstrated 
through ongoing compliance and application of the board 
policy on the promotion of gender and race diversity.

AIR:
– Strategy page 11
–  Stakeholders – Employees page 19, 

Suppliers page 21 and Authorities page 23
– Whistleblower page 18
Governance report:
– Bidcorp diversity policy pages 51 and 52

ENVIRONMENT

Principle 7

Precautionary approach

Precaution involves the systematic application of risk 
assessment, risk management and risk communication. 
A group-wide risk management system, reporting 
quarterly through the DARC structure to GARC collation 
and board reporting. An annual risk-based IA plan is 
approved and assurance provided on measures in place.

AIR:
– Environmental sustainability – page 25
– Value creation response pages 37 to 43
– Governance creating value page 74
– Governance pillars pages 80, 81
Governance report

Principle 8

Environmental 
responsibility

Quarterly all businesses within the group confirm that they 
have put in place the necessary processes and tools to 
ensure that they continuously strive to minimise the 
negative impact their operations might have on the 
environment and the communities within which they 
operate. These efforts are demonstrated through waste 
management activities, water and energy efficiencies and 
overall climate change awareness and monitoring.

AIR:
–  Business model – capital inputs pages  

14 to 17
– Environmental sustainability – page 25 to 29
–  Divisional natural capital pages 50, 56, 63, 

68
Sustainability report

Principle 9

Environmentally friendly 
technologies

Bidcorp embraces technology solutions in addressing 
climate change, water conservation, transport, and 
packaging. Bidcorp is developing in-house proactive 
solutions to support customers and end-consumers in 
their efforts to improve their carbon footprint.

AIR:
–  Business model – capital inputs pages  

14 to 17
–  Environmental sustainability – pages 25  

to 29
–   Divisional natural capital pages 50, 56,  

63, 68
Sustainability report

ANTI-CORRUPTION

Principle 10

Work against corruption

Group-wide processes to uphold the highest standard 
of workplace ethical environment is in place. All 
management confirm they have maintained the group 
policy, and actively communicated this ethical standard 
throughout the supply chain, from farm to fork.

AIR:
–  Business model – capital inputs pages  

14 to 17
–  Environmental sustainability – pages 25  

to 29
–  Divisional natural capital pages 50, 56,  

63, 68
Sustainability report
Governance report

PRINCIPLE ACTION REFERENCE

United Nations Global Compact

Reporting guidelines (cross referenced)

All referenced documents can be viewed on the following links:
AIR 2021 Annual Integrated Report  

AFS 2021 Annual Financial Statements 

Governance report  2021 Governance Report  

Sustainability report, being this report  2021 Sustainability Report

KEY

https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-AIR-to-view.pdf
https://www.bidcorp-reports.com/reports/integrated-report-2021/pdf/full-afs.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Governance-Report.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Sustainability-Report.pdf
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Disclosure 
number Disclosure title Reference

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

102-1 Name of the organisation AIR: Front cover; page 2

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5

102-3 Location of headquarters AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5

102-4 Location of operations AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5; Divisional pages 45 to 71

102-5 Ownership and legal form AIR: page 2; Governance pages 74

102-6 Markets served AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5; Divisional pages 45 to 71

102-7 Scale of the organisation AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5; Divisional pages 45 to 71

102-8 Information on employees and other workers AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5; Divisional pages 45 to 71

102-9 Supply chain AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5; Divisional pages 45 to 71

102-10 Significant changes to the organisation and its  
supply chain

AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5; Divisional pages 45 to 71

102-11 Precautionary principle or approach AIR: Value creation pages 37 to 43

102-12 External initiatives AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 25 to 27  
Sustainability report

102-13 Membership of associations AIR: sustainability pages 25 to 27  
Sustainability report

102-14 Statement from senior decision maker AIR: Chairman pages 8 and 9; CEO pages 12 and 13; CFO  
pages 32 to 35

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behaviour AIR: Value creation page 3, pages 10 and 11; pages 14 to 17

102-18 Governance structure AIR: pages 73 to 87  
Governance report

102-40 List of stakeholder groups AIR: pages 18 to 24

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements AIR: pages 19, 47, 53, 59, 65

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders AIR: pages 18 to 24

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement AIR: pages 18 to 24

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised AIR: pages 18 to 24

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements AIR: page 2; Governance page 74

102-46 Defining report content and topic boundaries AIR: pages 2 and 3; Governance page 74

102-47 List of material topics AIR: pages 2 and 3; Value creation response pages 37 to 43

102-48 Restatements of information AFS: AIR: page 2

102-49 Changes in reporting AFS: AIR: page 2

102-50 Reporting period AFS: AIR: page 2

102-51 Date of most recent report AFS: AIR: page 2

102-52 Reporting cycle AFS: AIR: page 2

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report AIR: page 2; inside back cover

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards AIR: page 2

102-55 GRI content index Sustainability report

102-56 External assurance AIR: pages 1 and 2; 
AFS:

Disclosure 
number Disclosure title Reference

MANAGEMENT APPROACH

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its boundary AIR: pages 2 and 3; Value creation response pages 37 to 43

103-2 The management approach and its components AIR: page 2; Governance page 74
Governance report

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach AIR: page 2; Governance page 74
Governance report  
AFS: Directors report

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed AIR: Governance pillars pages 80 and 81
AFS:  
SENS 19 Aug 2021

ANTI-CORRUPTION

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken     AIR: Governance pillars pages 80 and 81 
AFS:  
SENS 19 Aug 2021

ANTI-COMPETITIVE BEHAVIOUR

206-1 Legal actions for anti-competitive behaviour, anti-trust,  
and monopoly practices 

AIR: Governance pillars pages 80 and 81
Sustainability report
Governance report

ENERGY

302-1 Energy consumption within the organisation AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 25 to 29; Divisional 
natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

302-2 Energy consumption outside of the organisation AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 25 to 29; Divisional 
natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

302-3 Energy intensity AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 25 to 29; Divisional 
natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

302-4 Reduction of energy consumption AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 25 to 29; Divisional 
natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

EMISSIONS

305-1 Direct (scope 1) GHG emissions AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 28; Divisional natural 
capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

305-2 Energy indirect (scope 2) GHG emissions AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 28; Divisional natural 
capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

Reporting guidelines (cross referenced)

All referenced documents can be viewed on the following links:
AIR 2021 Annual Integrated Report  

AFS 2021 Annual Financial Statements 

Governance report  2021 Governance Report  

Sustainability report, being this report  2021 Sustainability Report

KEY

https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-AIR-to-view.pdf
https://www.bidcorp-reports.com/reports/integrated-report-2021/pdf/full-afs.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Governance-Report.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Sustainability-Report.pdf
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Disclosure 
number Disclosure title Reference

EMISSIONS continued

305-3 Other indirect (scope 3) GHG emissions AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 29; Divisional natural 
capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

305-4 GHG emissions intensity AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 28 and 29; Divisional 
natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 28 and 29; Divisional 
natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

EFFLUENTS AND WASTE

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 28 and 29; Divisional 
natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations AIR: Environmental sustainability pages 25 to 29;  
Governance report
Sustainability report

EMPLOYMENT

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover AIR: Global footprint pages 4 and 5; Divisional pages 45 to 71

401-3 Parental leave Governance report: code of ethics pages 42 to 47

LABOUR/MANAGEMENT RELATIONS

 402-1 Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes Governance report: code of ethics pages 42 to 47

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

403-1 Occupational health and safety management system AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

403-2 Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident  
investigation

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24
Governance report: code of ethics pages 42 to 47

403-3 Occupational health services AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24
Governance report: code of ethics pages 42 to 47

403-4 Worker participation, consultation, and communication 
on occupational health and safety

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24
Governance report: code of ethics pages 42 to 47

403-5 Worker training on occupational health and safety AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

403-6 Promotion of worker health AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

403-7 Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and safety 
impacts directly linked by business relationships

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

403-8 Workers covered by an occupational health and safety 
management system

AIR: Divisional pages 45 to 71

403-9 Work-related injuries AIR: Divisional pages 45 to 71

403-10 Work-related ill health AIR: Divisional pages 45 to 71

TRAINING AND EDUCATION

404-2 Programmes for upgrading employee skills and transition 
assistance programmes

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

Disclosure 
number Disclosure title Reference

DIVERSITY AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

NON-DISCRIMINATION

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION AND COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

407-1 Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom 
of association and collective bargaining may be at risk

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71

CHILD LABOUR

408-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents  
of child labour

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71 
Governance report

FORCED OR COMPULSORY LABOUR

409-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents  
of forced or compulsory labour

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71 
Governance report

HUMAN RIGHTS ASSESSMENT

412-1 Operations that have been subject to human rights reviews  
or impact assessments

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71 
Governance report

PUBLIC POLICY

415-1 Political contributions AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71 
Governance report: code of ethics pages 42 to 47

CUSTOMER HEALTH AND SAFETY

416-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health  
and safety impacts of products and services

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71 
Governance report

MARKETING AND LABELLING

 417-1 Requirements for product and service information  
and labelling

AIR: Stakeholders pages 18 to 24; Divisional pages 45 to 71; 
pages 70 to 71
Governance report

CUSTOMER PRIVACY

418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of  
customer privacy and losses of customer data

AIR: Risks page 40
Governance report

 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)

Reporting guidelines (cross referenced)

All referenced documents can be viewed on the following links:
AIR 2021 Annual Integrated Report  

AFS 2021 Annual Financial Statements 

Governance report  2021 Governance Report  

Sustainability report, being this report  2021 Sustainability Report

KEY

https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-AIR-to-view.pdf
https://www.bidcorp-reports.com/reports/integrated-report-2021/pdf/full-afs.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Governance-Report.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Sustainability-Report.pdf
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The following table provides an overview of the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures’ recommended disclosures, and the 
sustainability report page reference where these have been addressed. These disclosures will continue to be refined in the future as we 
progress our work in this area.

TCFD RECOMMENDED DISCLOSURE OUR APPROACH – REFERENCE
Governance: Disclose the organisation’s governance around climate-related risks and opportunities

Describe the board’s oversight of climate-related risks and opportunities AIR: Chairman report page 9; Value creation story  
page 3; Env gov page 25
Sustainability report

Describe management’s role in assessing and managing climate-related risks  
and opportunities

AIR: pages 25 to 29; pages 37 and 38

Strategy: Disclose the actual and potential impacts of climate-related risks and opportunities on the organisation’s businesses, 
strategy, and financial planning where such information is material

Describe the climate-related risks and opportunities the organisation has  
identified over the short, medium and long terms

AIR: pages 25 to 29; pages 37 and 38

 Describe the impact of climate-related risks and opportunities on the  
organisation’s businesses, strategy, and financial planning

AIR: pages 25 to 29; pages 37 and 38;  
Divisional natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

Describe the resilience of the organisation’s strategy, taking into consideration 
different climate-related scenarios including a 2°C or lower scenario

AIR: page 25; pages 10 and 11

Risk management: Disclose how the organisation identifies, assesses and manages climate-related risks

Describe the organisation’s process for identifying and assessing  
climate-related risk

AIR: page 3; pages 25 to 29; pages 37 and 38

Describe the organisation’s process for managing climate-related risks AIR: pages 25 to 29; pages 37 and 38;  
Divisional natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68
Sustainability report

 Describe how processes for identifying, assessing and managing climate-
related risks are integrated into the organisation’s overall risk management

AIR: Chairman report page 9; Value creation story page 3; 
Env gov page 25; Risk pages 37 and 38 
Sustainability report

Metrics and targets: Disclosure the metrics and targets used to assess and manage relevant climate-related risks and 
opportunities where such information is material

Disclose the metrics used by the organisation to assess climate-related risks  
and opportunities in line with its strategy and risk-management process

AIR: Value creation story page 3; Env gov pages 25, 28  
and 29; Divisional natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68 
Sustainability report

Disclose scope 1, 2 and, if appropriate, scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions,  
and the related risks

AIR: Value creation story page 3; Env gov pages 25, 28  
and 29; Divisional natural capital pages 50, 56, 62, 68 
Sustainability report

Describe the targets used by the organisation to manage climate-related risks  
and opportunities and performance against targets

AIR: Value creation story page 3; Env gov page 25 
Sustainability report

TCFD reporting requirements United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Reporting guidelines (cross referenced) Reporting guidelines (cross referenced)

BIDCORP’S REPORTED SDGs REFERENCE

End hunger, achieve food security 
and improved nutrition and 
promote sustainable agriculture

AIR: Divisional reviews – Intellectual and Social and 
Relationship Capitals
Sustainability report
Bidcorp group website and operational websites

Ensure healthy lives and promote 
well-being for all at all ages

AIR: Divisional reviews – Human, Intellectual, and Social 
and Relationship Capitals
Sustainability report
Bidcorp group website and operational websites

Achieve gender equality and 
empower all women and girls

AIR: Divisional reviews – Human and Social and 
Relationship Capitals
Governance report

Promote sustained, inclusive and 
sustainable economic growth, full 
and productive employment and 
decent work for all.

AIR: Divisional reviews – Human and Manufactured 
Capitals
Governance report
Bidcorp group website and operational websites

Build resilient infrastructure, 
promote inclusive and sustainabile 
industrialisation and foster 
innovation

AIR: Divisional reviews – Intellectual and Manufactured 
Capitals
Sustainability report
Bidcorp group website and operational websites

Reduce inequalities within and 
among countries

AIR: Divisional reviews – Human and Manufactured 
Capitals
Governance report 
Bidcorp group website and operational websites

Ensure sustainable consumption 
and production patterns

AIR: Divisional reviews – Human, Intellectual, and Social 
and Relationship Capitals
Sustainability report
Bidcorp group website and operational websites

Take urgent action to combat 
climate change and its impacts

AIR: Environmental Sustainability, Divisional reviews – 
Natural Capital
Sustainability report
Bidcorp group website and operational websites

Our group-wide strategy directly supports eight of the United Nations sustainable development goals, although within each division and 
across every business there are instances of many other initiatives in place that are driving and supporting other aspects of the SDGs – we 
would like to direct you to the following: 

Bid Corporation Limited    I >    Sustainability report 2021

All referenced documents can be viewed on the following links:
AIR 2021 Annual Integrated Report  

AFS 2021 Annual Financial Statements 

Governance report  2021 Governance Report  

Sustainability report, being this report  2021 Sustainability Report

KEY

https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-AIR-to-view.pdf
https://www.bidcorp-reports.com/reports/integrated-report-2021/pdf/full-afs.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Governance-Report.pdf
https://www.bidcorpgroup.com/pdf/reports/2021/Bidcorp-2021-Sustainability-Report.pdf
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Czech Republic,  
Bidfood Ceske Budejovice

NEXT UP:

Energy efficient warehousing, promoting a green, 
healthier environment for all

Germany, Pier 7 Bergkirchen depot

Australia, Bidfood Brisbane

Netherlands, Bidfood Ede

Building 

a brighter 

future

New Zealand, Bidfood Christchurch

A key factor in Bidfood’s emission 
improvements is the move towards ‘greener’ 
facilities. 

Features of these facilities include modern 
refrigeration, solar panels, energy efficient 
lighting, heat recovery processes and 
insulation, and water wise solutions. These 
are evidenced in our new facilities in New 
Zealand, Germany, Netherlands and 
Australia; with more to come!
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Bidcorp Bid Corporation Limited (Bidcorp, the company, or the group)

Carbon dioxide equivalent 
(CO2e)

A standard measure used to compare the emissions from various greenhouse gases based on their 
global warming potential. For example, one tonne of methane emissions is equivalent to 21 tonnes of 
carbon dioxide emissions.

CUBE
Bidcorp group consolidation tool, used to consolidate financial and non-financial information gathered 
from each operating and reporting entity within the group.

DEFRA
The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs is the government department responsible 
for environmental protection, food production and standards, agriculture, fisheries and rural 
communities in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

EBIT
Earnings Before Interest and Tax – total earnings before provisions are deducted.
This measures a company’s performance and is often used in preference to net profit as it excludes 
the effects of borrowings and tax benefits and adjustments.

GHG
A greenhouse gas is a gas that absorbs and emits radiant energy within the thermal infrared range, 
causing the greenhouse effect.

GRI
The Global Reporting Initiative is an international independent standards organisation that helps 
businesses, governments and other organisations understand and communicate their impacts on 
issues such as climate change, human rights, and corruption.

Lost Time Injury (LTI) and Lost 
Time Injury Frequency Rate 
(LTIFR)

A Lost Time Injury (LTI) is an injury or illness that results in an employee being unable to work a full 
scheduled shift (other than the shift during which the injury occurred). LTIFR refers to Lost Time Injury 
Frequency Rate, the number of lost time injuries occurring in a workplace per one million hours 
worked.

KWh
Kilowatt hours is a unit of measurement for electricity use, referring to the amount of electricity needed 
to supply power to 1,000 homes for one hour.

Scope 1 emissions
Direct greenhouse gas emissions from sources owned or controlled by the company, such as 
combustion facilities (e.g. generators) and combustion of fuels in company-owned or company-
controlled transport (e.g. cars and trucks).

Scope 1+ emissions
Direct emissions from gasses used in the process of cooling and / or refrigeration of vehicles and 
depots/warehouses, used in the storage and transport of frozen and chilled products.

Scope 2 emissions
Indirect greenhouse gas emissions from the generation of purchased electricity, heat, cooling or 
steam. Purchased electricity is defined as electricity that is bought or otherwise brought into the 
organisational boundary of the entity.

Scope 3 emissions

Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions that are a consequence of a company’s activities, but that 
arise from sources that other entities own or control. Scope 3, like Scope 2, is a category of indirect 
emissions and covers all other indirect emissions from sources that are not owned or controlled by a 
company, but that occur as a result of its activities. Examples include emissions from waste disposal 
to landfill.

Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDG)

17 global goals set by the United Nations in 2015 to define global sustainable development priorities 
and aspirations for the planet.

TCFD
The Financial Stability Board created the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) to 
improve and increase reporting of climate-related financial information.

Glossary Administration

BID CORPORATION LIMITED
(Bidcorp or the group or the company)
Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa 
Registration number: 1995/008615/06 
Share code: BID
ISIN: ZAE000216537

DIRECTORS
Non-executive chairman: S Koseff
Lead independent director: NG Payne 
Independent non-executive: T Abdool-Samad, PC Baloyi, B Joffe,  
KR Moloko, CJ Rosenberg*, H Wiseman*
Executive directors: BL Berson* (chief executive officer),  
DE Cleasby (chief financial officer)
* Australian

SECRETARY
Bidcorp Corporate Services (Pty) Ltd
represented by Ms AK Biggs

INDEPENDENT AUDITOR
PricewaterhouseCoopers Inc.
Registration number: 1998/012055/21
Waterfall City, 4 Lisbon Lane, Jukskei View
Midrand, 2090

LEGAL ADVISERS
Baker & McKenzie
Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs 

TRANSFER SECRETARIES
JSE Investor Services (Pty) Ltd (JIS)
Registration number: 2000/007239/07
13th Floor, 19 Ameshoff Street, Braamfontein
PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000

SPONSOR
The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited 
30 Baker Street, Rosebank, 2196

BANKERS
Absa Bank Limited
ASB Bank Limited
Bank of America
Barclays Bank Limited
BNP Paribas Fortis
Ceskoslovenská obchodni banka, a.s (CSOB)
Citibank
Commonwealth Bank of Australia Limited
Fortis Bank Polska SA
Hang Seng Bank Limited
HSBC Bank plc
Internationale Nederlanden Groep (ING)
Nedbank Limited
The Royal Bank of Scotland Group Plc
The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited
Standard Chartered PLC
  
REGISTERED OFFICE
2nd Floor North Wing, 90 Rivonia Road, Sandton, 2196 
Postnet Suite 136, Private Bag X9976, Sandton, 2146

WHISTLEBLOWING LINE
Freecall: +27 (0) 800 205 052
Email: bidcorp@tip-offs.com

Further information regarding our group can be found on the  
Bidcorp website: www.bidcorpgroup.com
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http://www.bidcorpgroup.com



